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1 Introduction
This document specifies the detailed technical architecture of the UK Access 
Management Federation for Education and Research (the UK Federation).

Where appropriate, this document also describes the rationale behind 
the particular choices made.  Paragraphs describing rationale are 
formatted in this way.

A companion document, the Technical Recommendations for Participants 
([UKTRP]), provides specific technical recommendations for members of 
the federation based on these specifications.

1.1 Keeping Up To Date
Due to the rapidly changing nature of the software and standards associated 
with identity technologies, it will be necessary to update this document 
frequently to reflect new developments.  The latest version of this document 
can always be found on the federation web site (see [UKFTS]); federation 
members should review the latest version of this document periodically, and 
in any case whenever a new deployment is contemplated.

New editions of this and other federation technical documents, as well as 
other announcements thought to be relevant to federation members, are 
reported on the federation mailing list.  The technical and administrative 
contacts listed for all entities registered with the UK Federation are made 
members of the mailing list automatically; other addresses can be added to 
the list by request.

1.2 Document Status
This edition describes the UK Federation with effect from the federation's 
launch date of 30 November 2006.

1.3 Recent Document Changes

● Added “Future Directions” sections; reworked some of the rationale 
in “Trust Fabric” to take advantage of this.

● Added a major section on “Metadata Usage and Extensions”.

● New document numbering.

1.4 Future Directions
Each major section of this document contains a sub-section called “Future 
Directions” describing likely future developments in the area under 
consideration.  These notes are provided to allow members to incorporate 
this information into planning activities.
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2 Trust Fabric
The underlying trust fabric for the federation is based on X.509 Public Key 
Infrastructure) PKI technology, which enables mutual authentication 
between IdP and SP servers and user browsers. This is based on use of the 
SSL/TLS protocol and XML digital signatures using keys contained in 
X.509 certificates, conventionally obtained from independent Certification 
Authorities (CAs).

An alternative approach, supported in Shibboleth 1.3 onwards, is to dispense 
with CAs altogether and simply to bind keys asserted by members directly 
to Shibboleth entities by including these public keys in the federation 
metadata. In effect, the Federation Provider assumes the role of CA.

This approach may in time become accepted as a method conferring a 
degree of assurance similar to that given by conventional certification. For 
the foreseeable future, however, the federation requires members to obtain 
X.509 certificates from one of a specified group of conventional CAs.  The 
current list of acceptable certificate products is described in [UKTRP]; the 
process by which new CAs and CA products are validated and accepted into 
the UK Federation’s trust fabric is described in [UKPROC].

At a technical level, switching from a PKI trust fabric to a “direct 
key” mode would require all federation members to be capable of  
operating on the basis of keys embedded directly in the metadata.  
This mode of operation is supported by Shibboleth 1.3 and later, and 
by Guanxi, but not by earlier versions of Shibboleth or by current  
versions of AthensIM.  At present, therefore, the federation 
membership appears too heterogeneous to allow for a purely direct 
key regime.

The second issue with a pure direct key trust fabric is that the 
federation operator can no longer rely on the verified procedures of  
the CA to take some of the load of identity proofing for entities.  This  
increases the federation operator’s costs.  Against this must be 
balanced the costs of verifying the CA’s own procedures and tracking 
technical changes in the CA’s certificate product offerings over time. 
This trade-off changes as the size of the federation increases: at  
larger scales, it is more cost-effective to “outsource” institutional  
identity proofing by qualifying commercial CAs than it is for the 
federation operator to perform the same work.

The use of commercial CAs is not a perfect solution. Their registration 
procedures are not fully transparent and are subject to change without 
notice. Further, each new certificate product proposed for use in the 
federation has to be tested for the rigour of its enrolment procedure and for 
its technical compatibility with Shibboleth, both of which are time-
consuming tasks.

In the Server Certificate Service (SCS) under development within 
TERENA, the national academic operator in each country acts as 
Registration Authority (RA), and communicates certification requests to a 
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single commercial CA. (In the UK, the RA is UKERNA.) This offers several 
advantages over the use of commercial CAs:

● the CA is acting according to service requirements set by the academic 
community;

● the cost to institutions is lower, and billing is simpler;

● the RAs already have a trust relationship with the client institutions.

2.1 Future Directions
As an alternative to requiring that either the CA-based or the direct key 
scheme is used exclusively, it may be possible to reach a compromise 
between the two pure schemes by implementing one of a range of hybrid 
models, in which both direct keys and CAs play their part.  Such a hybrid 
trust fabric can combine the performance and other benefits of the direct key 
approach with the external identity proofing advantages of PKI using 
commercial CAs, and could be operated without interruption during a 
transition phase from one scheme to the other.  Additional work is still 
required, however, to determine whether a hybrid approach would be 
appropriate for the federation.

A move towards a hybrid trust fabric is likely to be required in any case in 
order to support some features of SAML 2.0, such as signing and encryption 
of SAML messages.
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3 Metadata Usage and Extensions
The federation publishes metadata describing participating entities.  This 
metadata provides the information required for entities to know how to 
communicate with each other, and establishes a trust fabric permitting 
entities to verify each other's identities.

The federation's standard metadata format is based on the metadata profile 
defined by the Shibboleth software.  The Shibboleth profile is itself based 
on [SAML2Meta], [SAML1Meta-xsd] and [SAML1Meta], with additions 
defined in [ShibProt] section 3.4.  These standards leave the meaning of 
some constructs undefined to allow flexibility, and allow extensions to the 
metadata to be defined to meet unforeseen requirements.  This document 
therefore specifies the UK Federation's particular uses of the standardised 
constructs, and documents the extensions to the standards which are used in 
the federation's published metadata.

3.1 UK Federation Label Namespace
The following XML namespace is defined for use in UK Federation 
metadata:

http://ukfederation.org.uk/2006/11/label

All elements defined in this namespace will take the form of simple labels 
which are either present or absent in a particular context.  Labels may be 
either XML elements or attributes.

Note that although the identifier for the label namespace contains its date of 
definition, additional elements may be added to this namespace at any time.

3.1.1 SDSS Policy Label
During the transition from the SDSS Federation to the UK Federation, 
entities registered by members of the SDSS Federation are temporarily 
“grandfathered” into the UK Federation metadata even though the member's 
participation will initially be under the looser policies devised for the SDSS 
Federation.

Such legacy entities are indicated by the presence of the following label 
element within the Extensions element of their EntityDescriptor 
element:

<SDSSPolicy xmlns="http://ukfederation.org.uk/2006/11/label">
<!--

The owner of this entity has agreed to the
SDSS Federation policy, but has not yet
agreed to the UK Federation's Rules of Membership.

-->
</SDSSPolicy>

After a federation member agrees to the Rules of Membership (see 
[UKROM]), it confirms to the federation operator those entities which it 
wishes to retain within the UK Federation.  The federation operator will 
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then remove the SDSS Policy label from the metadata for those entities to 
signal that they now operate under the Rules of Membership.

At the end of the transition period, all entities still labelled as operating 
under the SDSS Federation Policy will be removed from the UK Federation. 
Federation members are strongly recommended to verify through inspection 
of the published metadata that each of their entities has been appropriately 
recognised as no longer operating under the SDSS Federation Policy prior to 
the end of the transition period.

3.1.2 Accountable Users Label
The federation's Rules of Membership allow for a member to assert to the 
federation operator that a given identity provider entity provides for user 
accountability (see [UKROM] section 6.1).  A member making such an 
assertion must comply with all the requirements of section 6 of the Rules.

If such an assertion has been made to the federation operator in respect of an 
entity, the following element will be added to the Extensions element of 
that entity's EntityDescriptor element:

<AccountableUsers xmlns="http://ukfederation.org.uk/2006/11/label">
<!--

The owner of this identity provider asserts
user accountability.

-->
</AccountableUsers>

Note that the assertion of user accountability is made by the federation 
member alone; it is not verified by the federation operator.

3.2 SDSS Federation WAYF Namespace
UK Federation metadata currently makes use of an XML namespace defined 
by the SDSS Federation:

http://sdss.ac.uk/2006/06/WAYF

This namespace is used solely to label identity provider entities in order to 
hide them from the normal (filtered) federation “Where Are You From” 
(WAYF) service.  This is done by adding the following element to the 
EntityDescriptor's Extensions element:

<wayf:HideFromWAYF xmlns:wayf="http://sdss.ac.uk/2006/06/WAYF">
<!-- omit this entity from the SDSS Federation WAYF -->

</wayf:HideFromWAYF>

The different central federation WAYF services are described in section 6.3 
of [UKTRP].
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3.3 EntityDescriptor Element

3.3.1 ID Attribute

Each EntityDescriptor element is given a unique ID attribute, 
formed by concatenating the two letters “uk” and six decimal digits, such as 
“uk000123”.  This attribute value is used as a name for the individual 
EntityDescriptor by the federation operator as part of the operational 
procedures of the federation.

During the transition from the SDSS Federation to the UK Federation, it 
will always be the case that:

● Entities which appear in both the SDSS Federation metadata and the 
UK Federation metadata will have ID attribute values of 
uk000199 or lower.

● Entities which only appear in the UK Federation metadata will have 
ID attribute values of uk000200 or higher.

This convention will not necessarily be observed after the end of the 
transition period, at which time the SDSS Federation will cease to exist.

3.4 Future Directions

3.4.1 SDSS Federation WAYF Namespace
The use of the SDSS Federation WAYF namespace will be discontinued at 
some point during the transition from the SDSS Federation.   The SDSS-
defined HideFromWAYF marker element will be replaced by a new element 
in the UK Federation label namespace.
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Copyright:
This document is copyright The JNT Association trading as UKERNA. Parts of it, as 
appropriate, may be freely copied and incorporated unaltered into another document unless 
produced for commercial gain, subject to the source being appropriately acknowledged and 
the copyright preserved. The reproduction of logos without permission is expressly 
forbidden. Permission should be sought from JANET Customer Service. 
Trademarks:
JANET®, SuperJANET® and UKERNA® are registered trademarks of the Higher Education 
Funding Councils for England, Scotland and Wales.  The JNT Association is the registered 
user of these trademarks.

Disclaimer:
The information contained herein is believed to be correct at the time of issue, but no liability 
can be accepted for any inaccuracies.

The reader is reminded that changes may have taken place since issue, particularly in 
rapidly changing areas such as internet addressing, and consequently URLs and e-mail 
addresses should be used with caution.

The JNT Association cannot accept any responsibility for any loss or damage resulting from 
the use of the material contained herein.

© The JNT Association 2006
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